HIV-1 group M was transmitted to humans nearly one century ago. The virus has since diversified to form distinct clades, which spread to multiple regions worldwide. Of the different proteins encoded by HIV-1, the envelope glycoproteins (Envs) have diversified most rapidly in all infected populations. We compared the range of variants that emerged during the AIDS pandemic in diverse HIV-1 clades and distinct geographic regions. Our analyses focused on two components of Env that contain multiple epitopes of broadly-neutralizing antibodies: the glycan shield and apex domain. Interestingly, at each Env position, the amino acid in the inferred clade ancestor was replaced by a unique combination of emerging variants. Key antigenic sites and genetic signatures of vaccine protection have gradually evolved toward conserved frequency distributions (FDs) of all amino acids. FDs are specific for position and clade and are highly conserved in populations from different regions. Remarkably, founder effects of Env mutations in distinct clades and recently-infected regions were significantly reduced during the epidemic by evolution of each site toward the position-specific FD.
Introduction
changes have occurred during the AIDS pandemic in the glycan shield and V2 apex. 73
Interestingly, each position of Env has evolved toward a unique combination (frequency 74 distribution, FD) of amino acids that is highly conserved in different populations worldwide. FDs 75 also exhibit clear clade-specific patterns; they are conserved in distinct geographic regions and 76 in monophyletic and paraphyletic subclade groups. Therefore, our findings suggest that the 77 same selective pressures guide evolution of each position of Env in different populations. Such 78 pressures are sufficiently strong to reduce founder effects of the virus at the clade and regional 79 levels and direct each site to the same unique combinations of variants. To understand the pressures applied on Env at a population level, we compared the 85 historical changes in amino acid sequence at different sites on the trimer in diverse clades and 86 geographic regions. We first examined six adjacent positions on the glycan shield of Env (Fig. 87 Population-level frequencies of emerging variants are unique for each position and 122 conserved in different regions worldwide 123
To further investigate these patterns, we examined changes in frequency of all residues 124 that emerged to replace the ancestral PNGS. The frequency distribution (FD) pattern of 125 emerging residues seemed distinct for each site (compare 392, 386 and 339 in Fig. 2A , all six 126 positions in Fig. S3 , A-D, and historical patterns in Fig. S4) . At some positions (e.g., 392), 127 similar FDs were observed in the diverse clades; frequencies as low as 2% were conserved. At 128 other positions (e.g., 339), more variation was observed between clades. Comparison of residue 129 frequencies in the regional panels of each clade showed clear position-specific patterns (see 130
Ser and Asp in Fig. 2, B and C, and other residues in Fig. S5) . Frequencies in the clade B 131 groups from N. America, Europe and Korea occupied narrow ranges of values, even at low 132 frequencies. Clade C also showed conserved frequencies of residues in Europe, S. Africa and 133 E/C Africa. A similar profile was observed for the monophyletic clade C lineage from India and 134 Nepal (Fig. S3D) . 135
Therefore, distinct and conserved profiles of variants have emerged at each Env position 136 to replace the ancestral PNGS. These specificity patterns for position and clade cannot be 137 attributed to differential synonymous codon usage in the clade-ancestral sequences (Supp Fig.  138   S3E) . Conserved patterns among panels that compose the paraphyletic groups of each clade 139 could potentially result from 'mixing' of the viruses between regions. However, the similar 140 profiles observed in the monophyletic lineages suggest that the patterns likely result from 141 conserved selective pressures applied in the different populations. To determine specificity of the complete profiles (composed of all emerging residues) we 145 examined the relationships between FDs at the different positions in diverse clades and 146 geographic regions. For this purpose, the positional FD in each population is treated as a 21-147 feature vector that describes the log 10 frequency of all 20 residues and a PNGS. Euclidean 148 distances between vectors are calculated as a measure of differences between FDs. To 149 visualize these relationships, the distance matrix between all vectors is used as input for 150 principal coordinate analysis (PCoA), which scales data to two dimensions (28). We first 151 examined the position specificity of the FDs by comparing recently-circulating strains from the 152 four clades. Only FDs of positions that evolved from a PNGS in their inferred clade ancestor 153 were compared. Clear clustering of the FDs for the same position was observed (see P values 154 for position-specificity of the patterns in Fig. 3A and approach to calculations in the Methods 155 Section). Some positions (e.g., 339) have diversified significantly from the ancestral form (see 156 lines between "Ancestral State" that represents an FD composed only of PNGSs, and the 157 centroid of all clade FDs for each position). Other positions (e.g., 289) have diversified less (i.e., 158 their population-level profiles are composed of a limited number of residues other than the 159 PNGS motif). The FDs of positions 386 and 392, which are directly adjacent on the Env trimer 160 ( Fig. 1A) , were clearly distinct. In addition to position-specificity, we also observed clear clade-161 specific patterns ( Fig. 3B) . At positions 289, 295, 332 and 339, FDs from the same clade but 162 different regions were clustered (see indication of P values for clade-specificity in each panel of 163
Fig. 3B).
Clustering patterns were observed at positions 386 and 392, but did not reach 164 statistical significance (consistent with the greater similarity between the clade profiles, Fig. 2B ). 165
We extended our analyses to compare FDs of the 13 positions in gp120 that contain a PNGS 166 motif in the ancestors of all four clades (Table S2) . FDs exhibited various degrees of 'migration' 167 from the ancestral sequence and position-specific clustering patterns ( Fig. 3C) . 168
We further analyzed the changes in positional FDs for clades that did not contain a 169 PNGS in their ancestral sequence ( Fig. 4A) . Position 339 in CRF01_AE evolved from an 170 ancestral Asn to an FD similar to the PNGS-derived profiles of position 339 (P value of 0.03 in 171 the permutation test). Of the 17 sites tested, the CRF01_AE FD at position 339 was closest to 172 the centroid of the PNGS-derived FDs of position 339 (i.e., ranked first in proximity; r=1 in Fig.  173 4A and Fig. S6A ). Similar frequencies of residues were observed at this position in CRF01_AE 174 and the other clades (see comparison with the clade A1 in Fig. 4B , and all four positions in Fig.  175   S6B) . The centroid of PNGS-derived FDs for position 332 also ranked first in proximity to the 176 CRF01_AE FD at this position (derived from an ancestral Glu). Greater differences were 177 observed between the PNGS-derived profiles and the FDs at positions 295 in clade C (derived 178 from an ancestral Val, r=2) and 289 in clade A1 (derived from an ancestral Thr, r=6). 179
To understand the impact of the above patterns on sequence similarity at these sites 180 between populations, we examined the historical changes in the proportion of shared residues 181 among the diverse clades. Comparison of the clade B profiles derived from a PNGS with the 182 profiles of other clades that are not derived from a PNGS showed gradual increases in the 183 proportion of shared residues ( Fig. 4C and Fig. S7 ). The increase in shared PNGSs at these 184 sites accounted for most of the changes (compare with Fig. 1, B and C) ; however, a 185 considerable contribution was also made by other residues that replaced the ancestral forms. 186 Therefore, distinct Env positions that share the same sequence motif in the clade 187 ancestor have evolved unique FDs of emerging variants. FD profiles are specific for each 188 position (Figs. 3A and 3C) and often for each clade (i.e., conserved in different geographic 189 regions, Fig. 3B ). Some clades did not contain a PNGS in their ancestral sequence. These 190 clade-founder effects were reduced in most cases by evolution toward the position-specific 191 (PNGS-derived) FD profile. As a consequence of these changes, the proportion of shared 192 residues increased considerably during the course of the pandemic. 193
Key positions in the trimer apex evolve toward conserved clade-specific FDs and show 195
gradual reduction of regional founder effects 196
The V2 variable loop segment at the apex of the Env trimer is targeted by . This domain has also been linked to vaccine efficacy in the RV144 trial. 198
Presence of anti-V2 antibodies in vaccinees was associated with protection (29). Furthermore, 199 in breakthrough infection analyses of this trial, two signatures of protection were identified, both 200 located in the V2 apex (23). Vaccine efficacy was higher if the infecting strain contained Lys at 201 position 169 or did not contain Ile at 181. We examined residue occupancy at these positions in 202 diverse clades and their evolution during the pandemic. At position 181, the ancestors of clades 203 B and A1 contained Val (associated with protection) whereas the ancestors of clade C and 204 CRF01_AE contained Ile. Interestingly, the frequency of Val in clades B and A1 rapidly 205 decreased during the pandemic and was replaced by Ile (i.e., a form associated with reduced 206 vaccine efficacy, Fig. 5A ). Similar frequencies of residues were observed in the regional panels 207 of the paraphyletic clade B group ( Fig. 5B and Fig. S8A) . Changes in the monophyletic Korean 208 cluster followed the same pattern but lagged behind the paraphyletic group. A distinct but 209 conserved profile was observed for the regional panels of clade C ( Fig. 5B and Fig. S8A ). 210
Comparison of the FDs that emerged in clade B at position 181 to other positions that evolved 211 from an ancestral Val revealed the position-specific nature of the profile (Fig. 5C) . 212
At position 169, the inferred ancestors of clades A1, C and CRF01_AE contained Lys 213 (associated with protection) whereas the clade B ancestor contained Val (Fig. 5D) . The 214 frequency of Val gradually decreased in clade B to less than 50% of circulating strains, and was 215 replaced primarily by Met and Ile, with only a limited increase in Lys (Fig. 5D ). As expected, the 216 same changes occurred in the monophyletic lineage from Korea and the N. American isolates in 217 the paraphyletic group (Fig. 5E ). Distinct FD profiles were observed in clades B and C at the 218 most recent time period evaluated, which were conserved in the different regional panels (Fig. 219 5E and Fig. S8B ). 220
We asked whether the distance between FDs of distinct clades has changed during the 221 pandemic. Positions in the V2 loop that contained different residues in the ancestors of clades B 222 and C were examined. Sites minimally affected by insertions or deletions were selected. We first 223 calculated for each position the distance between FDs of the paraphyletic groups of these 224 clades at different time periods ( Fig. 5F and Fig. S9 ). For some positions (e.g., 181 and 172), 225 the inter-clade distance gradually declined. Other positions showed less or no change in this 226 distance (e.g., position 164). Consistent with these results, a gradual increase was observed in 227 the proportion of shared residues in the two clades at each position (see Fig. 5G ). At some 228 positions, the level of residue similarity appears to have stabilized, whereas at other positions it 229 continues to increase. Therefore, clade-founder effects have gradually decreased during the 230 epidemic, for each position at a different rate. 231
We also examined whether founder effects are reduced at the regional level when the 232 lineage-founder virus was introduced more recently into a population. Three differences were 233 identified in the V2 segment of the trimer apex between the ancestral sequences of the America and Europe to replace the ancestral Ile ( Fig. 6B) . Consequently, the FDs at position 239 161 among currently-circulating strains in the paraphyletic group is evolving toward the FD of 240 the Korean lineage. At position 167, the major changes occurred in the Korean lineage; the 241 ancestral Asn was replaced by Asp and reached a frequency comparable to that in N. America 242 and Europe (Fig. 6C) . Similar FDs were observed at this position for the different regional 243
groups. An interesting pattern was observed at position 164, which was occupied by Ser in the 244 ancestor of the clade B paraphyletic group but Asn in the founder of the Korean lineage. In all 245 three regions, the frequency of Ser gradually evolved toward a value of 29-34% whereas 246 frequency of Asn evolved toward a value of 20-30% ( Fig. 6D) . Again, similar FDs were 247 observed at position 164 in the different regional groups. Comparison of clade B regional FDs at 248 positions 164 and 167 among recent strains showed clear changes toward the position-and 249 clade-specific FDs (Fig. 6E) . 250
These results reveal the dominant nature of the forces that guide evolution of each site 251 on Env. They are highly conserved in different populations worldwide and sufficiently strong to 252 decrease clade-and regional-founder effects. Evolution of Env toward well-defined FDs results 253 in a gradual and considerable decrease in the inter-population diversity of this protein. The Env protein of HIV-1 is tremendously diverse in each population it has infected 257 worldwide (3, 4, 8) . The wide range of circulating forms poses a significant hurdle to 258 development of an effective vaccine. Several studies have shown that previously-conserved 259 epitopes on Env are gradually lost, each at a distinct rate (12) (13) (14) . However, to our knowledge, 260 there has been no report of any clear 'directionality' to the changes at a population level (i.e., 261 toward a specific structural form). Here we show that HIV-1 does evolve at a population level 262 toward defined 'target' states, which are specific for each position of the molecule and often for 263 each lineage of the virus. Selection pressures drive Env toward conserved distributions of 264 variants. Key antigenic sites and signatures of vaccine protection have rapidly changed during 265 the pandemic toward well-defined FDs of residues. The pressures are sufficiently strong to 266 overcome founder effects of the virus in different clades and regions. The rapid reduction of 267 clade-and regional-founder effects is surprising but also provides an optimistic outlook on the 268 future of AIDS vaccines. 269
270
The selective pressures that guide evolution of Env are conserved in different 271
geographic regions and virus lineages 272
The replication machinery of RNA viruses is prone to errors. Random mutation events 273 continuously introduce changes in sequence. Persistence of each variant within the host is 274 determined by constraints applied on RNA secondary structure and by selective pressures 275 applied on the protein, on its fitness and sensitivity to the host immune response. Establishment 276 of the persistent variants in the population is determined by the bottlenecks applied during 277 transmission and conservation of all selective pressures among different hosts (30-33). Our 278 findings suggest that the combined effect of the stochastic events that generate the mutants and 279 the above deterministic forces is a conserved distribution of forms that is specific for each 280 position. Such forces are sufficiently dominant to produce similar profiles in distinct lineages of 281 the virus, even for the lowest-frequency (1-3%) residues. Therefore, in contrast to the in-host 282 environment, which is dominated by stochastic changes (12, 34, 35) , the population-level 283 distribution of circulating forms is dominated by conserved deterministic forces. 284
What are the selective forces that have guided these population-level changes? Fitness 285 pressure is likely the primary form of selection (36-38). As such, frequencies of residues may 286 describe their mean relative fitness in all structural 'contexts' within a clade. Clade-specific 287 patterns can thus reflect unique structural properties of their Envs, which present specific fitness 288 constraints (9, 10). Immune pressure applied by antibodies commonly elicited in the infected 289 individual may also cause population-level changes (39-41). For example, it is tempting to 290 hypothesize that rapid replacement of Asn at position 339 of CRF01_AE by a PNGS (Fig. 1C ) 291 resulted from higher resistance of the latter to neutralization by antibodies (24, (42) (43) (44) . The 292 observed clade-specific patterns may thus also reflect the unique antigenicity profiles of Envs in 293 each clade (45). Analyses of the relative fitness and neutralization sensitivity of variants at 294 evolving sites of Env will reveal the nature of the pressures that guide population-level changes. 295 296
Design of immunogens against an evolving distribution of forms 297
HIV-1 has diversified from the group M founder virus to create distinct lineages. Within 298 each, the virus has continued to change in sequence and antigenic properties (9-12). Here we 299 compare evolutionary patterns of Env between different populations. Clear changes are 300 observed from distinct ancestral/founder forms in different populations toward similar 301 distributions of residues. For many positions of Env, the virus has evolved from distinct clade-302
ancestral residues to the current distribution of forms, in which more than 50% of residues are 303 shared. Therefore, diversity has increased at the within-population level, whereas it has 304 decreased at the between-population level. In some cases, the population-level frequencies of 305 residues appear to have stabilized, such as the PNGS frequencies in the six sites of gp120 ( Fig.  306 1B) or the dominant residues at position 164 in the V2 loop apex (Fig. 6) . In other cases, such 307 as the signatures of vaccine protection, changes appear to progress at historically-constant 308 rates at the clade and regional levels ( delayed relative to other clade B groups ( Fig. 1D and Fig. 6 ). 313
Major population-level shifts have occurred in Env antigenicity during the AIDS 314 pandemic (11) (12) (13) (14) . At several positions located in conserved domains, only a minority of 315 currently-circulating strains contain the clade-ancestral residue. We observe particularly 316 significant changes in clade B at the trimer apex, a domain targeted by multiple quaternary-317 specific BNAbs including CAP256-VRC26, PG9, . Such patterns 318 correspond with the declining breadth of these antibodies; a recent population-level study in the 319 United States showed that nearly half of clade B strains are poorly recognized by PG9 and 320 PG16 (12). Analyses of changes that follow founder events in newly-infected regions allow us to 321 identify the 'preferred' forms at each site. Here we focus on the clade B lineage in Korea. At 322 some positions, viruses from the paraphyletic group rapidly gained the Korean founder residue 323 
Methods

332
Analyses of HIV-1 Env sequences 333
All HIV-1 env sequences were obtained from the Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) 334 database using the sequence search interface (https://www.hiv.lanl.gov) and from the National 335
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Non-336
functional Envs were removed, as were sequences with nucleotide ambiguities or large 337 deletions in conserved regions. A single env from each patient and a single sequence from 338 known transmission pairs. In addition, a minimal nucleotide distance of 0.03 nucleotide 339 substitutions per site was applied as a cutoff for selection. Datasets S1-S4 contain amino acid 340 sequences of all Envs applied in this study. For phylogenetic analyses, nucleotide sequences 341 were aligned using a Hidden Markov Model with the HMMER3 software (51). Phylogenetic trees 342 were reconstructed using the maximum likelihood method using PhyML3 (52). All Env positions 343 described in the manuscript conform to the standard HXBc2 numbering of the Env protein (53). 344
Potential N-linked glycosylation sites (PNGSs) were defined by the presence of the sequence 345
Asn-X-Ser/Thr, where X can be any amino acid except Pro. FDs, the distance matrix between their vectors was used as input for the Torgerson scaling 357 method (28). 358
To determine the clade-specificity of FDs, we first calculated for each position ( ) the 359 coordinates of the centroid ( ) among vectors from the same clade ( ). For each clade, the 360 mean intra-clade distance ( − ) was calculated as the average Euclidean distance 361 between and all regional vectors of the same clade ( ), formally ( , ). In addition, 362
we calculated mean inter-clade distance ( − ) as the average Euclidean distance 363 between the centroid of clade and all other clade centroids ( , ′ ) ∀L'L. We define the 364 ratio as: = − − . The baseline ratio (S base ) was calculated as the ratio using all panels. 365
Then, within the position whose clade specificity is being calculated, clade identifiers were 366 permuted and randomly assigned to each panel, from which the permuted ratio (S rand ) was 367 calculated. The permutation process was repeated 10,000 times. The P value was calculated as 368 # > 10,000
. To establish the position specificity of the profiles, the centroid of all regional 369 profiles for a given position (p) was calculated ( ). Here intra-position distance ( shuffled and randomly assigned to each panel, from which the permuted ratio (S rand ) was 377 calculated. The shuffling process was repeated 10,000 times, and the P value was calculated as 378 (1,248 patients, red), A1 (335 patients, green) and CRF01_AE (543 patients, black). This color-518 coding scheme is applied throughout the manuscript. The residue found in the inferred ancestor 519 of each clade (if not a PNGS) is indicated. P values for a one-way ANOVA test that compares 520 all time points between clades that contain a PNGS in their ancestral sequence: *, P<0.05; **, 521 P<0.01. (D) PNGS frequencies in the indicated regions among recently-circulating strains (see 522
year ranges and country compositions in Table S1 ). Averages and position specificity of the 523 patterns (using a one-way ANOVA test) were calculated among the regional panels that 524 compose the paraphyletic groups of clades B and C: *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01. "M" denotes Envs 525 from the monophyletic clusters that circulate in Korea and India/Nepal. N/A, position is not 526 occupied by a PNGS in the clade ancestor. Error bars, standard errors of the mean (SEM). 527 . S3A. (B) Positional FDs in the 533 indicated regional panels among recently-circulating strains (see also Fig. S3, B and C) 
. (C) 534
Frequencies of Ser and Asp in regional panels of clades B, C, A1 and CRF01_AE. A one-way 535 ANOVA test that compares residue frequencies at the different positions was performed for 536 clades B and C; cells are color-coded by P values as indicated. 537 KR EU NA Regional Ancestor/Founder Regional Ancestor/Founder Regional Ancestor/Founder Regional Ancestor/Founder Regional Ancestor/Founder 
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